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 Addressing one of the most well-known topics in the yoga profession, this book presents sixty-
seven model sequences of yoga exercise poses (asanas) that cover the broad range of yoga
student knowledge, including multiple sequences for beginning, intermediate, and advanced
college students;Yoga Sequencing: Designing Transformative Yoga exercise Classes presents
the fundamental principles and methods for arranging and sequencing yoga exercises classes.
yoga for children, teens, women across the life routine, and seniors; classes to alleviate
depression and stress; A comprehensive appendix carries a glossary of yoga-related terms, an
alphabetical asana index with thumbnail photographs of every asana, a class planning
worksheet, representative sequences from several popular varieties of hatha yoga exercise, and
a list of resources for further discovering sequencing and the bigger practice of teaching yoga.
Each sequence provides guidance for teaching the different breathing (pranayama) and
meditation methods that give yoga its transformative power. Enhanced with over 2,000
instructional photos and an elaborate guide to the constituent elements of over 150 yoga
exercise asanas, the reserve draws equally from ancient yoga philosophy and modern insights
into practical anatomy, biomechanics, and kinesiology. The nuanced interrelationships among
asanas within and between your seven asana households are explored and the anatomy of
starting and stabilizing each pose is described for sequences designed around particular
demands and intentions. and sequences for each of the main chakras and ayurvedic
constitutions.
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. I can't think that my learners are atypical. Now a completely certified yoga teacher, I take
advantage of this book frequently when designing a particular class. If you are in yoga teacher
teaching this is a valuable reference but I'm sure you'll refer back again to it as you develop in
your practice. I'm deeply in love with the the clarity of the sequences that I could implement in
my practices right away. I'd like more creative movement flows that help my inflexible learners
loosen up, like what I find other studios do. Extremely redundant for me.We eagerly bought this
reserve in first addition and there are quite a few typos and mistakes. The majority of this
reserve was on concepts for sequencing and suggestions about all the other aspects of
instructing yoga. Therefore much of this was already in Tag Stephens's book "Teaching Yoga".
Very easy to understand. You look at the written description of the pose and it does not match
the thumbnail picture. One side then your other. I'm in love with the the clarity of the sequences
that I actually . This is a big thick book. The book for yoga sequencing This is "an absolute must
have" if you just graduated or you are in a yoga teacher training program. There really wasn't
free of charge returns with Prime. Even the Amazon drop boxes experienced charges Mark
Stephens includes a fan club - Yoga exercise Works types should this book a lot more than
others I purchased this book because I have a pastime in sequencing. Very useful!Mr. In case
you are not really acquainted with that branding, think "Ashtanga-lite." The workout focus on
sun salutes, but not as a many as a Ashtanga principal series. Once the sun salutes are done,
you can find standing poses, then seated, with diversity, YogaWorks style not really a set
sequence like the Ashtanga series. If you are familiar with yoga some of the errors are pretty
hilarious. Stephen's style is strongly YogaWorks. Stephen's promise showing you how to
"Design" a sequence holds true. Following the concept of working towards a peak pose, or
sequencing towards a style, this book displays how to do either and more. I mostly needed
some good company sequences that I possibly could pick from. There's always Sun Salutation
promps and it's a a sequence of "this pose, after that this pose," simple just like the method
ashtanga is, holding them for one minute or longer. A very important factor I worth about the
YogaWorks style is the idea of sequencing towards a peak pose. In case you are fresh to yoga it
would be bewildering.My major criticism of this publication: the sequencing is pretty narrow. In
case you are in pretty good shape you may use these sequences to find yourself in better shape.
Great book! I bought this reserve while still in yoga teacher training and it was and is still a
superb reference book. I think a book ought be written for sequencing real newbies, because
people beyond beginner status are less likely to require a sequencing guide.Many yoga books
for newbies such as Light about Yoga, or Getting into Stillness, or the Iyengar style books by the
Mehta's add a beginner sequence, and all of those sequences are great, effective and beneficial.
But they have just a few sequences and so are not written to instruct a person how to design
their very own sequence. From this reserve I was wishing to get more than one beginner
sequence, in fact I didn't really get even one. These sequences work for advanced newbies and
advanced students. You have to be capable to execute a sunlight salute, without wrist
complications, and squat without hip problems to do this kind of yoga exercise. The picture on
the cover must have been a clue to me, let it be for you. Recommend this! Great book for
sequencing! Currently in yoga teacher training and I really like this book so much! I purchased
another another and gifted it to a pal. I would recommend this to a person who is serious about
teaching, there's a lot of outstanding material. Very helpful for aspiring teachers to create
personalized, righteous flows! I already often practice like this..LOVE the Yoga exercises Book!
Dr. Tag Stephens knows how exactly to design a user-friendly book thanks to his academic
background. Redundant for me personally. The reason why I purchased this publication was



because I earned my yoga certification via an awesome correspondence school online (Aura
Wellness Center) and they suggested Dr. Stephens to explore more sequences geared to
different yoga levels, age ranges, and women's levels of life. The reserve also offers sequences
to balance each Chakra! A must have for home practice or teaching yoga exercise! Pleasant
vocabulary and insights, and a very thick read- plenty of material to take a seat on and digest.
Great book We am a yoga instructor who is always looking for sound sequences for my classes.
Great Yoga sequencing device! She told me she gets most of them from this book so I bought it.
Great reserve! He not only gives good suggestions but he also gives the theory behind his
sequences. Every yoga teacher must have this publication. I wish I possibly could return this but
it's as well past due for Amazon. This publication is filled with yoga sequences, with everything
from center starting (Chakra) sequences to sequences for being pregnant and postpartum. I
attend a friend's classes and she's great sequences for the classes. I am just about wrapped up
with my 200 hour yoga teacher training and I'm pleased to have obtained this as a gift! Very
useful for teaching a number of classes. Great publication! But what he provides for a level one
beginner class will be impossible for my beginner college students to do. Great help for yoga
teachers! This book rocks !. Glad I bought it. I'm looking towards building my very own classes
and after a few minutes spent skimming through it, I already know it will be helpful! You can find
no alternating unilateral vinyasa stream sequences. Specifically since I’m a fresh teacher. Love
this book I really like flipping through this reserve when I want ideas for fresh flows for my home
practice. Righteous! I like this book! I experienced my first teacher teaching at YogaWorks and
Mr. It is a wonderful guide and reference Ths book is filled with information which will aid any
instructor but particularly fresh instructors. WONDERFUL RESOURCE! A good companion for
instructing yoga exercise classes A nice companion for instructing yoga exercise classes,
includes brands of poses, instructions on how to get into poses and progress in to the following
poses. nice find nice for newbies:) good programs from warm-up to ending. I recommend this
book! This is a fantastic guide and reference. I'd purchase again out of this vendor. Thank you!
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